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Chapter Two – The Pressures of Play
1. Key Findings
❚

The most common forms of play are also the most expensive ones for children
of all ages
• For 3-4 year old boys, ‘playing with ‘toys’’ is the most common form of play, with almost
half (45%) doing it most frequently in their free time
• For older boys ‘playing with electronic items or video games’ becomes the most
frequent (31% of 13-15 year old boys)
• For the youngest girls, ‘playing with ‘toys’’ is the most common form of play (one out of
three 3-4 year old girls do it most frequently in their free time)
• Whereas for older girls ‘watching TV, films or DVDs’ (19% of 11-12 year olds) and using
social media (23% of 13-15 year olds) become the most frequent

❚

Parents are all too aware that play is expensive and believe that it should not be, but
they are pressured into expensive play by a variety of factors
• Half of parents agree (50%) that there are play activities that their child or they would
like to do but can't because they are too expensive
• Three out of ten parents (28%) feel under pressure from their child to buy the latest toys
• One in six parents (17%) feels under pressure from other parents to buy their child the
latest toy
• Three out of ten parents (29%) restrict their child’s play because of the dangers of him
or her playing too freely

❚

According to experts, play which is child-led, free, for its own sake and exploratory
is the most beneficial for children’s physical, emotional and social development
• Traditional forms of play, such as the use of building blocks, are more likely to provide
such benefits than more modern forms of play based on prescriptive toys and screenbased technology

❚

These beneficial forms of play are not as common as more modern forms for children
of all ages, but become even less so as children approach adolescence
• More than nine out of ten children (91%) ‘watch TV, films or DVDs’, but only one in three
(33%) children engage in ‘non-competitive play that risks bumps and bruises, such as
climbing a tree’
• 19 out of 20 girls (95%) aged between three and four engage in ‘drawing, painting and
other craft’, yet less than half (49%) of 13-15 year old girls do
• Three out of five boys (59%) aged between three and four ‘build things from household,
natural or found items’, whereas only one in ten (9%) 13-15 year olds does
• So many older children are missing out on the benefits afforded by exploratory play,
which are applicable to every age, such as ‘discovering new boundaries, problem
solving and going beyond their comfort zones to learn something for the first time’
(Sally Goddard Blythe)
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❚

The right nutrition has an important part to play in ensuring that children of all ages
are playing in the best way possible
• As children reach adolescence, calcium becomes even more important in maintaining
active play, since children’s bones grow a great deal at this stage of development
• As children reach their teens, their play tends to become less active, meaning that
the right nutrition is even more important in getting children playing actively and
preventing obesity

2. Research Methods
The research for this report was carried out in three key phases:
❚

An in-depth literature review to provide background for the report and to identify
the experts most appropriate for the study

❚

Interviews with nine experts in fields ranging from child nutrition to play
consultancy

❚

A nationally representative quantitative survey of 2,004 parents of children
between the ages of three and 15, conducted in February 2012

3. Who needs exploratory play?
3.1 The benefits of play
In Chapter 1 of this report, we highlighted how vital a role play has in the physical, emotional and
social development of all children. Indeed Catherine Prisk, Director of Play England, described
how ‘play reduces obesity, increases physical strength and increases dexterity; it provides
resilience around friendships and dealing with arguments; and one of causative factors in the
massive rise in children’s mental health issues seems to be that children have less time and
space to just do what they want to do’.
Play at its most basic and traditional level was defined as follows:
‘a physical or mental leisure activity that is undertaken purely for enjoyment or
amusement and has no other objective' (PLAY THERAPY UK)
‘what children and young people do when they follow their own ideas and interests,
in their own way and for their own reasons’ (DCMS, 2004)
‘[arising] from children’s innate need to express themselves, to explore, learn about
and make sense of their world’ (PLAY ENGLAND)
‘[when] children have a certain freedom and autonomy from adult direction’
(PLAY ENGLAND)
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We therefore concluded that these definitions of play emphasise that it is child-led and free,
for its own sake and exploratory and that it is in this form that children are thought to derive
the greatest benefits from play.
There are a variety of benefits to such play. It helps children to work through problems to
solutions, it develops spatial awareness and the ability to learn, and,
arguably most importantly, it allows children to have fun. More
specific aspects of play also have particular benefits: when children
play in a social setting, they learn to collaborate and cooperate,
whilst developing language skills; when they play actively, their
physical health benefits; when their play is imaginative, it develops
their creativity and innovative thinking skills and when their play
involves some risks, it helps them to learn their boundaries.

‘When children have fun,
they learn whether that’s
the goal or not.’

Sally Goddard Blythe, a consultant in neuro-developmental
education and author of The Genius of Natural Childhood, points out the benefits of play being
free and child-led: ‘the danger [is] that adults see play as aiming to achieve goals. Play in itself
is valuable. The most important aspect of it is the pleasure and the joy in it. When children
have fun, they learn whether that’s the goal or not.’
It is more traditional forms of play, such as dressing up and using building blocks that most
commonly contain these aspects. Thus such forms of play are more beneficial to children’s
development than newer forms of play, based on prescriptive toys and screen-based
technology, which tend to lack some of the key aspects of play we have mentioned.

3.2 The benefits of exploratory play
The exploratory aspect of traditional play also provides a number of benefits to children of all
ages. Janet Moyles, an Early Years Consultant and author of Excellence of Play, says that
exploratory play ‘is about first-hand experiences, trial-and-error learning and sensory
encounters. Children engaged through their play in exploring the world learn to develop a
perception of themselves as competent, self-assured learners who know that it’s all right to
ask questions, make mistakes and discover things for themselves. Whilst gathering information
about objects through exploration, children acquire skills including problem-solving and
understanding of the characteristics of each object.’
She points out that ‘exploratory play is important and has benefits
for all ages – including adults. If we’ve never encountered
something before, for example a new car, we have to ‘play’ with it
by touching and operating the various knobs, levers and pedals. It
would be extremely dangerous to drive the car without first
exploring these aspects and learning about them.’

‘exploratory play
is important and has
benefits for all ages –
including adults.’
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3.3 Who needs exploratory play the most?
In the first chapter of this report, we noted how forms of play which allowed for exploratory
play, such as ‘doing non-competitive play that risks bumps and bruises (for example climbing
trees)’ were not nearly as common as the more sedentary, screen-based forms of play. In fact,
electronic media is dominant in children’s playtime: for example, more than nine out of ten
children watch TV, films or DVDs, but only one in three children engage in non-competitive
play that risks bumps and bruises, such as climbing a tree.
Fig. 1: Which of these things does your child do in his/her free time?
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Indeed Sally Goddard Blythe points out that there is now ‘less play that develops gross and
fine motor skills, less robust, physical play experiences and less social interaction and
communication’.
Further, it is older children, in particular, who are missing out on exploratory forms of play. In
section 3.2, we noted that exploratory play is vital for people of all ages and life-stages, from
early childhood all the way up to adulthood, yet exploratory forms of play fall away rapidly as
children grow older, both for boys and girls (see Figs. 2 and 3). For example, 19 out of 20 girls
aged between three and four engage in drawing, painting and other craft, yet less than half of
13-15 year old girls do. Similarly more than half of girls aged five to six ‘build things from a kit
(e.g. Lego or a model plane)’, yet only one in 20 of those aged 13 to 15 do so.
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Fig. 2: Which of these things does your child do in his/her free time?
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Similarly play becomes far less exploratory for boys as they grow up. For example, three out
of five boys aged between three and four ‘build things from household, natural or found items’,
whereas only one in ten 13-15 year olds does. Again, almost 90% of boys aged 3-4 engage
in ‘drawing, painting or other craft’, but only one in five of those aged between 13 and
15 does.
In addition to this, older children are a lot less likely to play outdoors
than younger children: just over half (54%) of 13-15 year old boys
play outside in their free time, compared to four out of five (79%)
3-4 year old boys; the proportion of girls who play outside drops
from seven (70%) to less than four (38%) out of ten over the same
age differences. Although play indoors can be as exploratory and
free as outdoors play, it tends to be more sedentary, thus providing
less of the benefits to children’s physical development.

Although play indoors
can be as exploratory
and free as outdoors
play, it tends to be
more sedentary, thus
providing less of the
benefits to children’s
physical development.
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Fig. 3: Which of these things does your child do in his/her free time?
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Of course, it is not surprising that the way children play changes and develops as they grow
older. Diane Levin, Professor of Education at Wheelock College and author of Remote-Control
Childhood, points out that ‘play changes with age and different developmental stages’ and
Robin Balbernie, a Child and Adolescent Psychotherapist, reiterates that there are ‘different
forms of exploratory play appropriate for different ages and mental abilities’. We would not, for
example, expect a 14 year-old child to engage in nearly as much imaginative or make-believe
play as a five year-old – such play, according to Sally Goddard Blythe, is most important for
children between four and seven which is when they are developing their imagination and
creativity.
However, our research reveals that almost every form of exploratory play becomes drastically
less common as children approach adolescence. This suggests that there is a real deficit of
exploratory play for older children. The only form of exploratory play which does not become
noticeably less common as children grow older is ‘playing sports or
many older children
with sports items (not for a club or school)’, yet this is not nearly
are missing out on the
common enough to make up the deficit of other forms of exploratory
benefits afforded by
play. In fact only half (53%) of boys and a quarter of girls (27%) aged
exploratory play
between 13 and 15 engage in such play. Therefore, many older
children are missing out on the benefits afforded by exploratory play,
which are applicable to every age, such as ‘discovering new
boundaries, problem solving and going beyond their comfort zones
to learn something for the first time’ (Sally Goddard Blythe).
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3.4 The role of nutrition in exploratory play
Another important aspect of active, free, exploratory play highlighted in the first chapter of this
report was the right nutrition. A healthy, balanced diet is vital for the right kind of play, since it
provides children with plenty of energy, hydration and healthy bones. Furthermore, as Fergus
Hughes points out in his book Children, Play and Development, good nutrition benefits
children’s cognitive functioning, which results in children playing more imaginatively and
creatively1.
Just as exploratory play is important for the development of children of all ages, so is the right
kind of nutrition. Indeed the fact that active, exploratory play falls away and is replaced by more
sedentary forms as children grow older means there is ever greater importance for them to
have a balanced diet to prevent obesity and support more active, exploratory play.
Our research shows that parents are concerned about the sedentary nature of children’s play,
with more than one in five (21%) worrying about their child’s health because he or she does
not play actively enough. These concerns grow as children get older and as their play becomes
even less active (see Fig.4); for example one in ten parents of 3-4 year old boys worry about
their child’s health because they do not play actively enough as opposed to three out of ten
parents of 13-15 year old boys.
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Fig. 4: I worry about my child’s health because he/she does not play actively enough
(‘strongly agree’ or ‘quite agree’)
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1 Fergus P.Hughes, Children, Play and Development, Sage, 2009
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Calcium is particularly important in more robust forms of play since it helps to strengthen bones.
Public Health nutritionist, Dr. Rebecca Lang points out that it is often lacking in children’s diets:
‘Some issues in children’s nutrition are a lack of calcium, iron and Vitamin D. Calcium is a
particular issue in teenage girls.’ Indeed, calcium is especially important for children over the
age of 11 as they experience adolescent growth spurts, which can see bone growth of up to
5cm per year in boys. Fluid is also important to avoid dehydration from active forms of play.
Rebecca Lang says: ‘Children need to drink more during the day. I would always recommend
water and milk first, but if a limited amount of soft drink increases the amount a child drinks
overall and if it doesn’t replace water and milk, then it’s a good thing’.
A strong immune system also has an important role in active play. Active, outdoors play helps
to improve the immune system since it reduces the chances of obesity2 and brings children
into contact with bacteria that, according to a recent study3, improve resistance to certain
viruses. A strong immune system can also help to improve the quality of a child’s play, as he
or she will be more able to engage in active and social forms of play. Micronutrients such as
zinc, selenium, iron, vitamins A, C and B-6, and folic acid are all-important for immune
responses4, and therefore provide benefits to the quality of children’s play.
According to Rebecca Lang, the right kind of nutrition, where possible, should be provided
through a healthy, natural diet, but ‘supplementing when there is a need is okay. For example
if a child doesn’t like or can’t eat dairy, then they may need a calcium supplement’.

4. The pressures of play
4.1 The cost of play
Traditional forms of play, as well as being more beneficial to children’s development than more
modern forms based on prescriptive toys and screens (see section 3.1), have the advantage
of being far more affordable for parents. An active group game such as Tag or playing with
items found around the house cost nothing, whereas the latest games console with games
can cost upwards of £300.
Despite this, it is the more expensive forms of play which are the most common, all the way
through childhood (see Fig. 5). For the youngest boys, playing with bought toys is the most
common form of play, then as they grow older playing with electronic items or video games
becomes the most frequent. For the youngest girls, playing with bought toys is the most
common form of play, whereas for older girls watching TV, films or DVDs and using social
media become the most frequent. In fact, it is only girls between the ages of five and eight
who engage in relatively affordable play most frequently, in the form of drawing, painting or
other craft. More modern forms of play have clearly made play more expensive than it needs
to be.

2 ‘Obesity may harm immune system’, http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2007/dec/11/medicalresearch.health,
11.12.2007
3 Olszak et al., ‘Microbial Exposure During Early Life Has Persistent Effects on Natural Killer T Cell Function’.
Science 27 April 2012: Vol. 336 no. 6080 pp. 489-493
4 The Truth About Your Immune System, Harvard Medical School,
http://www.health.harvard.edu/special_health_reports/The_truth_about_Your_Immune_System
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Fig. 5: How does your child play most often in his/her free time? (highest responses)
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Of course, toys vary a great deal in terms of their price and quality. Traditional toys such as
building blocks and stacking rings are relatively affordable and have huge benefits to a child’s
development because they ‘are limitless in what can be done with them, they match children's
developmental skills and offer them slight challenges that all children want to tackle’, according
to Robin Balbernie. Modern toys, though, as well as being more expensive, lack such limitless
opportunities for play.
Diane Levin, Professor of Education at Wheelock College and author of Remote-Control
Childhood, points out that modern toys are ‘single purpose’ and ‘designed to be boring’ so
that children will want any toy that is slightly different to one already owned. And as beneficial
as traditional toys can be, according to Janet Moyles, ‘it’s really not necessary to buy toys’
since ‘children in all societies internationally will use anything to hand as a ‘toy’’.
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4.2 Parents and the cost of play
Parents are all too aware of the problems with the costs of play. Half of parents agree (50%)
that there are play activities that their child or they would like to do but can't because they are
too expensive. Parents also think that play ought to be cheap: only one out of ten (10%)
disagree with the statement ‘I think that play should be free and accessible’. Further, parents
tend to think that their children do too much of the more expensive forms of play. For example,
33% more parents think that their children do not write stories (a form of play that is virtually
free) enough than think do it too much. Yet on looking at a more expensive form of play, such
as watching TV, film or DVDs, 28% more parents thought that their children did too much of
this than those that thought they did too little of it.
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So despite parents finding play too expensive and wanting their children to do cheaper forms
of play, more expensive forms of play are far more common. And this is still the case when
parents are involved in play with their children.
Three quarters (75%) of parents play with their children by watching TV, films or DVDs, yet only
one in four play imaginative, make-believe or role-play games (26%) with their children and
only 15% of parents take part in non-competitive play that risks bumps or bruises with their
children. Further, one in four parents (27%) most often watch TV, films or DVDs when playing
with their children, whilst only one in ten (10%) parents most often play with their children by
playing with household or found items.
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4.3 The Pressure on Parents
So why is it that children continue to play most frequently in expensive ways, whether their
parents are involved or not, despite the fact that their parents want their children to do more
affordable forms of play and find play too expensive? It turns out that there are many pressures
on parents, from a variety of different sources, which make it more difficult to facilitate
affordable, exploratory play.
We pointed out in Chapter 1 of this report that parents’ fear for the health and safety of their
children, in the face of busy roads and media hype about ‘stranger danger’, plays a strong
part in limiting the way their children play. Indeed, three out of ten parents (29%) restrict their
child’s play because of the dangers of him or her playing too freely and more than half of
parents (55%) agree that fears about health and safety mean that their child’s play is more
restricted than theirs was.
One in ten parents (9%) even restrict their child's play because they fear that other parents
and adults would not approve of how he or she is playing.
Such fears are unsurprising given the abundance of media stories centred on bad parenting:
in recent months, poor parenting has been blamed for a rise in violent behaviour5 and for
children having special needs6. According to Sally Goddard Blythe, such fears have ‘made
parents risk averse’ meaning that ‘we are going to keep our children closer and safer’.
Janet Moyles points out that ‘children used to play with peers, for example, on the way to
school and outside in the street or garden after school. Parents and carers are now so
protective and controlling of children’s time and freedom that this type of play is virtually nonexistent’. This more restricted form of play that emerges as a result of parents’ fears and
pressures (one in three (34%) parents think that their child’s play has more structure than theirs
did when they were a child) involves less risky play – a type of play which is important,
according to Moyles, since ‘it is only through taking risks that children learn how to stay safe’.
She continues that parents are now over-protecting and over-coddling children which means
that many children do not know how to keep themselves safe from harm’. Therefore pressures
on parents, like the fear of other parents’ disapproval, are resulting in children not benefitting
as much as they should be from playing.
Another result of the more restricted form of play that emerges from parents’ fears is that
children are indoors a lot more than they used to be, meaning that children are around their
parents a lot more. Yet parents, given today’s busy lifestyle, rarely have time to devote their full
attention to entertaining their children and ensuring their children are playing in the best possible
way all the time (see Fig. 7). In fact, almost six out of ten parents (57%) do not play with their
child enough, ‘because of time pressure in their daily life’, one in four parents (27%) ‘feel guilty
for not working or doing housework when they play with their child’, a similar number (26%)
‘find themselves checking email or social media when playing with their child’, whilst one in
three parents (32%) are ‘easily distracted when they play with their child’.

5 ‘Poor parenting 'fuels rise in violent behaviour'’, BBC News, 30.03.12, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education175532ten
6 ‘Poor parenting blamed as an astonishing FIFTH of primary pupils are now classed as having ‘special needs’’,
Daily Mail Online, 04.05.12, http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2139761/Bad-diets-late-bedtimes-Expertsblame-poor-parenting-surge-special-needs.html
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Fig. 7: Thinking about how you play with your child, how much do you agree with the
following statements? (‘strongly agree’ or ‘quite agree’)
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The pressure of other commitments such as work or any other distractions results in parents
buying their children expensive toys to keep them entertained, allowing the parent to do other
things (see Fig. 8). One in six parents buys their child toys and video games because it takes
pressure off them playing with their child; around one in seven ‘buys their child toys as they
feel guilty about not being able to play’ with their child and a similar number buys their child
toys to play with because it’s ‘difficult for them to find time’ to play with them.
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Fig. 8: Thinking about the cost of play, how much do you agree with the following
statements? (‘strongly agree’ or ‘quite agree’)
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Therefore, it appears that parents often buy their children expensive play items in order to keep
their children entertained when they are unable to take part personally. This is driven, in part,
by what Siobhan Freegard describes as ‘a fear of letting our children be bored’. Indeed almost
four out of ten parents (38%) agree that their child gets bored easily.
In fact boredom is a very important part of creative play. Siobhan Freegard, the founder of
Netmums (the UK’s largest online parenting site, with more than 1.2 million members), says
that ‘the best children's stories come out of them being bored – they'll explore and create an
adventure when they’re bored. They'll use their own resources to entertain themselves rather
than it being handed to them ready-made’. Sally Goddard Blythe
In fact boredom is a
reiterates this point, saying that ‘children develop their
very
important part
imagination and creativity quite often as a result of boredom’.
of creative play
And this is borne out by our research: three quarters of parents
(76%) agree that their child is good at entertaining himself or
herself in imaginative ways and more parents agree with the
statement ‘my child is happiest making up games rather than
playing with toys’ than disagree with it (36% vs. 22%).
Yet as we saw earlier (in section 4.2) children also play in expensive ways when their parents
are playing with them. Therefore parents do not buy their children expensive toys just because
they are afraid that their children will get bored when they are not playing with their parents.
There must be further causes of expensive play. Another aspect is likely to be parents’ need
for more easy ideas on how to play well with their children that we highlighted in Chapter 1 of
this report. If a parent runs out of ideas of how to play cheaply and well with their children,
expensive toys and screen-based play are an available alternative.
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Thus far we have spoken about internal pressures on parents (that is pressure which parents
put on themselves through other commitments and their own personal fears) resulting in play
being more expensive than it needs to be. However there are also numerous external pressures
on parents. A great deal of pressure on parents actually comes from their children (see Fig. 9),
especially when it comes to buying them the latest, most fashionable toys: three out of ten
parents (28%) feel under pressure from their child to buy the latest toys. Diane Levin describes
the difficulty for parents in this area: ‘It’s hard for parents. A modern toy is designed to be
boring so that any slight variation in a new toy results in children wanting it. It is then marketed
in a way that children in a peer group want it – if your child’s friend has the toy, your child will
want it too’. In this way, parents’ insecurities are played upon: one in six (17%) parents feel
that they are not good enough parents if they can’t afford to buy their child the latest toys or
play items.
These insecurities around being ‘good enough’ are no doubt felt when parents compare
themselves to each other. For example, if your child asks for a toy that their friend has, you will
inevitably compare yourself to the friend’s parent and the fact that they have bought their child
this particular toy – should you buy this too? What type of parent does this make you if you
don’t? Is the friend’s parent a better parent for having bought this item?
Siobhan Freegard describes how ‘there is a lot of competition now – children sit SATS very
early and schools are primarily focused on results – and this is something parents worry about.
Parents just want their children to be happy but, at the same time, they don’t want their children
to be left behind in the future’.

Fig. 9: Thinking about the cost of play, how much do you agree with the following
statements? (‘strongly agree’ or ‘quite agree’)

%

30

28%

25
20

17%

17%

I feel under pressure from
other parents to buy my child
the latest toy

I feel that I am not a good
enough parent if I can’t afford
to buy my child the latest
toys / play items

15
10
5
0
I feel under pressure from my
child to buy the latest toys

Base: 2,004 parents of children aged between 3 and 15 (nationally representative)
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Indeed our research reveals that parents are another major source of external pressure that
results in expensive play (see Fig. 9): one in six parents (17%) feel under pressure from other
parents to buy their child the latest toy. In the modern age of competitive parenting it is not
that other parents are such a strong source of pressure.
It is also hardly surprising, therefore, that such competition in
parenting also takes place in the field of play, which is such an
important part of childhood. This competition only translates into
pressure for expensive play because, in the words of Sally Goddard
Blythe, ‘parents are seduced into thinking that the more they
spend, the better their parenting’. Therefore parents should take
heart in the fact that buying expensive toys is absolutely not what
makes a good parent. Indeed, exploratory forms of play are not
only cheaper, but provide far greater benefits to children’s social,
emotional and physical development.

Parents should take
heart in the fact that
buying expensive toys is
absolutely not what
makes a good parent

5. Summary
Exploratory play is vital for children due its developmental benefits, but it also has the added
advantage of being far more affordable than more modern forms of play, which is often based
on screens. Yet exploratory play is less common than these modern, more expensive forms of
play. This is despite the fact that parents believe that their children should be doing more of
the cheaper forms of play and that play should be free and accessible. The reason for this is
that parents come under pressure from a number of different sources to buy more expensive
play items, be they expensive toys or games consoles. The sources of pressure range from
the parents themselves (in the form of concern over letting their children be bored and fears
over health and safety), to their children (who might demand the latest, expensive toy), to other
parents (whom parents compare themselves to in this age of competitive parenting). Given
that more affordable forms of play tend to be more exploratory (and therefore more beneficial)
and boredom aids a child’s creativity, parents should be reassured that affordable play does
not equal bad parenting, but quite the opposite.
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6. Expert Biographies
Adrian Voce OBE
Adrian Voce is the former head and founder of Play England, the recognised lead body for
the non-commercial play sector. He is also the founder of London Play, an influential and
strategic play charity for the London region. Among many notable achievements, Adrian is
best known for leading the successful campaign for a national Play Strategy, securing and
delivering almost £400m of lottery and government funding for children’s play provision.
Adrian was awarded an OBE for services to children in June 2011 Adrian has now runs his
own consultancy firm and a specialist blog site www.policyforplay.com

Catherine Prisk
Catherine Prisk is the Director of Play England, a charity which advocates the importance of
time and space in children’s play and the role play has in a child’s happiness and future wellbeing. In the past she has worked closely with the Dept. for Education in developing
government policy.

Dr Rebecca Lang
Dr Lang is a Public Health Nutritionist, employed part time at Warwick University. She has
worked as the research fellow on the EMPOWER project (empowering women to prevent
obesity at weaning) and is now a research fellow working on the Families for Health
research project.

Siobhan Freegard
Co-founder of Netmums, a UK based network of local websites, providing support, advice
and a discussion forum for mothers nationwide.

Professor Diane Levin
Diane Levin is an American author, educator, and advocate known for her work in media
literacy and media effects on children. She is Professor of Education at Wheelock College. She
teaches courses on children's play, violence prevention and media literacy, and her books
include So Sexy So Soon: The New Sexualized Childhood and What Parents Can Do to
Protect Their Kids and Remote Control Childhood? Combating the Hazards of Media Culture.

Dr. Cheryl Olson
A US public health and education researcher and practitioner. She’s a former teen issues
columnist for Parents magazine, and took part in federally-funded research on the effects of
electronic games on preteens and teenagers. She has served as a health behaviour consultant
to a number of organisations, corporations and government health bodies and is co-author of
Grand Theft Childhood, which provides a balanced look at the effects of video games on
children.
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Professor Janet Moyles
Early Years Consultant, academic and author. She is Professor Emeritus at Anglia Ruskin
University. Her book Excellence of Play details how play is a successful learning and
teaching aid in early education.

Sally Goddard Blythe
She is the author of several books on child development and a consultant in neurodevelopmental education. Her books include The Genius of Natural Childhood, which
describes the importance of physical and imaginative play to children’s development.

Robin Balbernie
Robin Balbernie is currently Consultant Child and Adolescent Psychotherapist in
Gloucestershire CAMHS. He has a special interest in early interventions, originally arising from
his work with adopted children, and is on the Committee of the Association of Infant Mental
Health (UK) and is also a member of the Young Minds’ Policy and Strategy Advisory Group.

Nigel Mainard
Head of Education at Artis Education. Artis brings a blend of music, drama and movement into
classrooms. They aim to harness imaginative thinking and play to aid children’s education.
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